The **Future Professionals Section** is proud to recognize **Dr. Sandy Bargainnier** as their 2013 Amazing Person. Sandy received her bachelor of science degree from Lock Haven University in Pennsylvania, her master of science degree from the University of Rhode Island and her doctorate in education from Boston University. Sandy is the Department Chair and an Associate Professor of the Department of Health Promotion and Wellness at SUNY Oswego. Before moving to Oswego, she was an Associate Professor and Program Coordinator of Health and Physical Education at Syracuse University. Sandy is an active member of NYS AHPERD serving as the Future Professionals Section Advisor and the Higher Education Section representative for the Central North Zone. She was active in planning the Student Leadership Conference held at Echo Lake this past summer, and has served as the advisor to students presenting at NYS AHPERD annual conferences. Sandy is a national trainer for PE CAT, HE CAT, and Training Tools for Healthy Schools for the Division of Adolescent and School Health at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. She has presented at national conferences, has authored numerous articles and has had work published in the Journal of Public Health Research and the Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport. It is with great pleasure that the **Future Professionals Section** recognizes **Dr. Sandy Bargainnier** as their 2013 Amazing Person.